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A project by Oregon Story Board and Clackamas Community College is one of five organizations nationwide selected by Microsoft Corporation (NASDAQ:MSFT) [Trend Analysis] for a HoloLens academic grant. With the grant, OSB and Clackamas Community will receive $100,000 from Microsoft as well as two HoloLens devices. The two groups will use the HoloLens technology to develop a trade-based curriculum for Clackamas students, particularly students in the automotive program, according to bizjournals. In addition to the Microsoft grant, the project is receiving some matching money from Intel, which has an employee on the OSB board. The project also has two other partners in Portland startups Object Theory and Sprocketship, both of which focus on augmented reality and virtual reality.
Microsoft Corporation (NASDAQ:MSFT) stock hit highest price at $54.20, beginning with a price of $53.70 to the close at 53.61 by a decrease of -1.26% with a day range of $53.46-$54.20. The total market capitalization remained 428.55 Billion, total volume of 55.27 Million shares held in the session was surprisingly higher than its average volume of 36091.11 shares.

Microsoft Corporation (NASDAQ:MSFT) [Trend Analysis]
China’s largest online direct sales company, reported record-breaking one-day results from its November 11 Singles Day sale. The 24-hour sale, which saw the number of orders raise by 130%, and an raise in GMV of over 140%, compared to last year, was the culmination of an 11-day sales event that began on November 1. With promotions across all categories starting at midnight for the yearly 24-hour event, JD.com saw its order volume yesterday exceed its full-day 2010 Singles Day total in just two minutes, its 2011 Singles Day total in 15 minutes and its 2012 figure in 36 minutes. At 4:54 am on 11/11, orders on JD.com had surpassed the total number of orders on Singles Day 2013 and just before noon, JD.com topped its total orders for Singles Day 2014. By 6:28 pm JD.com had received more orders than it had for the last five Singles Days combined.

Shares of JD.com, Inc. (NASDAQ:JD) opened at $28.44 with 1383.19 million outstanding shares and closed at $28.20 by scoring -1.95%. In the whole session, it traded on volume of 12.36 Million shares, which turned higher than its average volume.

Kingsway Financial Services Inc. (NYSE:KFS) [Trend Analysis] reminds those remaining Kobex Capital Corp. (TSX VENTURE:KXM) shareholders who have not yet voted to be part of the Kobex Upgrade to vote their BLUE proxy or voting instruction form to ensure long-term value is created at Kobex. In order to have their voices heard, remaining shareholders must vote only their BLUE proxy or voting instruction form before 9:00 am (EST) on Friday, November 13, 2015. "Based on the results so far and the broad, strong sentiment I am hearing from my fellow shareholders, we are highly confident that change is on its way to Kobex starting with a new independent and accountable board," stated Larry Swets, President and Chief Executive Officer of Kingsway. "Many shareholders have already voted but to those few who have not yet voted, you should know every vote will count as the current board is trying every entrenchment tactic in the book to stack the vote against you and block the change you deserve. That is why we need your BLUE proxy or VIF submitted well before the deadline. You don’t want to wake up and realize you missed your chance to improve your investment at Kobex and receive immediate liquidity."

On the other consideration, Kingsway Financial Services Inc. (NYSE:KFS) begun last trade with a price of $4.16 and throughout the trading session climbed at $4.18. The day-trade ended with a loss of -5.92% to close at $4.13. The stock is going forward its fifty-two week low with 10.13% and lagging behind from its 52 week high price with -33.06%. KFS last month stock price volatility remained 5.15%.